
Finite energy Coherence in quantum electronics 

 

Since a decade, it is possible to realize in condensed matter, quantum optic like experiment with 
electrons instead of photons. The ballistic beam like motion of the electrons is obtained in the integer 
quantum Hall regime when applying a high magnetic field perpendicular to a high mobility two-
dimensional electron gas in GaAs/GaAlAs. In such a regime the charge transport occurs through one 
dimensional chiral wires localized one the edge of the sample: the edge states. The beam splitters 
used in optic are replaced here by split-gates allowing the control of the tunnelling between two 
counter propagating edge states. With these systems, quantum interferences with a visibility (the 
relative amplitude of the interference pattern) as high as 90 % have been obtained with electronic 
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI). One important parameter in quantum experiments is the so-
called coherence length. This length is the typical length on which a particle is probed by the 
environment. This length sets the limitations of every quantum systems. It is at the heart of a central 
question always raised in condensed matter physics: how far one can treat quasi-particles as free 
non-interacting particles? 

In recent experiment we have determined for the first time the coherence length in these edge sates 
using an electronic MZI and we have indentified what is the process responsible for the de-coherence 
[1,2]. We have then modified our setup to increase the coherence by decoupling the edge states from 
their environment [3]. The next question that we are addressing concerns the finite energy coherence, 
or in other words, the coherence of quasi-particles injected above the Fermi sea. For that purpose we 
have designed an electronic MZI embedded in between two quantum dots. The quantum dots will 
allow the selection of the energy at which quasi-particles will be injected and the MZI will be used to 
determine the coherence by measuring the visibility of the quantum interferences. This experiment will 
provide the very first determination of finite energy coherence and a precise determination of the 
relaxation, giving clues to find the underlying mechanisms of energy exchange. 

The master internship can be followed by a PhD thesis. 

 

Figure 1: SEM view of an electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
with two quantum dots. The samples are fabricated in the 

PhyNano team of the LPN (Marcoussis) 
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